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Abstract
We aim at a visualization framework that empowers the
user to reveal information that is not obvious just by looking at the graph. The keys to reach that goal are interactive
graphs in combination with well established visualization
methods. Techniques such as multiple views, linking &
brushing, and focus + context are already implemented in
the system. Furthermore the application is designed for
fast and modular integration of alternative and/or new visualization concepts.
Keywords: graph, information visualization, interactive,
application, Java, JOGL, OpenGL, linking, brushing
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Introduction

The visualization of complex graphs is not trivial but
the graph drawing research area is already well explored
[9, 12, 13]. However when it comes to display connections among several mutual dependent graphs it gets even
more challenging. For theses purposes we implemented
a framework that tries to handle these issues. The results
are shown on the basis of test graphs from three different
fields of application. In this paper we rather focus on visualization and interaction of graphs than on the process of
creation, layouting and editing those.
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graphs and users may wants to switch between them. Multiple occurrence of nodes in the same graph as well as in
foreign graphs are possible. Nodes and edges can have
factors of influence and are therefore parameterized. We
have to handle directed as well as undirected edges. In addition data can be hierarchically organized which extends
the complexity by data abstraction.
Graphs are often layouted by experts from that particular domain because a lot of meta-knowledge might be
needed to position nodes and route edges. The alignment
and positioning of captions is problematic as well. In the
last decades a lot of effort has been put in automated graph
layouting algorithms [3, 4, 5, 15]. However in some cases
it still gives better results to carry out the layouting by
hand.
Our framework is capable of all kind of data that fits this
data definition. Fields of application are manifold. We
have chosen sample datasets from different domains that
imply miscelaneous properies.

Methods

Each application domain requires a set of well established
visualization methods to be successful. The planning of a
visualization system highly depends on the used data. In
most cases it is hard to determine which combination of
visualization methods suits best for a particular data domain. In the upcoming section we will first describe the
data on which our system is based and the applied visualization techniques.

2.1

Underlying data

We focus on partially cyclic directed graphs. Graphs consist of several basic node types. Graphs can contain other
∗ mstreit@icg.tugraz.at

Figure 1: Sample graph comprises dependencies of a set
of abstracted software design patterns used for information
visualization [1]).

Software design graphs (Type A)

The sample dataset is a network of interacting software design patterns used in the field of information visualization
[1]. Figure 1 shows a modified version of the abstracted
graph from [1] figure 14 that contains the overall relationships. In addition each design pattern can be examined in
more detail by looking at the subgraph. The interaction of
the design patterns are visualized by directed relations. Elements of detailed design pattern graphs are contained in
other design pattern subgraphs as well. Therefore the data
are hierarchically directed graphs with inter-relationships.
Biomedical networks (Type B)

The biomedical graph consists of three node types that
are connected by directed and undirected edges. Figure
2 shows a portion of a sample graph from the biomedial
domain.

displaying huge networks but are perfectly suited for presenting plain graphs and editing them. When it comes to
show relations to other graphs 2-D views reach their limits. A very simple use case that underlines this fact is the
visualization of identical nodes or somehow related nodes
in other graphs inside the network. For this purpose in a 3D view several graphs can be arbitrary positioned in space
where it is much easier to visualize these relations. On
the other hand 3-D views imply problems such as depth
perception and occlusion. Occlusion and depth perception
are inherent problems of three dimensional representations
[8, 10]. There are ways to diminish these problems. For
example the usage of blending can counteract the occlusion problem.
Linking and Brushing

The need of interactive connection of multiple views lends
itself to the employment of the linking and brushing technique (L&B). Brushing is a method where a subset of the
data can be interactively selected using so called brushes.
Linking is the procedure of highlighting the selected data
portion in related views by for example changing the color
and/or the shape [8, 10]. Assuming that view A and view
B are displaying the same data but using a different way of
representation all changes in view A need to be published
to view B immediately and vice versa.
Focus + Context

The Focus + Context approach aims on providing detailed
information and an overview over the data simultaneously
[10]. Kosara and Hauser classify the F+C techniques in
four subgroups [10]:
• Distortion-oriented
Figure 2: Sample of a biomedical graph. Circular
nodes are alternating connected with rectangular nodes.
Rounded rectangles denote links to related graphs. Edges
are directed as well as undirected.

• Overview method
• Filtering
• In-Place Techniques

2.2

Visualization methods

Multiple views widen the space for displaying data and
keep a great potential to provide different aspects of the
same data at a time [2, 8]. In the upcoming sections various information visualization methods are discussed and
the usage in conjunction with our particular data is considered as well.
2-D vs. 3-D

The presentation of data in 2-D and 3-D in parallel can increase the user’s ability to percept the given information.
It is important to benefit from the advantages of one visualization technique and compensate the weak points with
other methods. This approach can lead to a powerful visualization tool. For example 2-D views lack of space for

In this paper we want to depict the overview and the filtering technique. The overview method provides contextual information in a separate view. The filtering technique
shows the information using the same space but in a different representation or by filtering portions of the data.
Detail on demand

Meta-data about the graph and its elements is essentially
needed by the user to explore and reveal information. Detail on demand is a method that provides information by
user request. There are various strategies for providing
contextual information which depends on the amount. For
instance in a graph some kind of identification number
is used for the caption of a vertex. However triggering
a mouse-event signals the user’s interest in the full name
of the node. In this case a plain pop-up tool-tip window

might be appropriate. In contrast if the context information is more comprehensive a sort of data explorer in a
separate view might be a better solution.
Neighborhood visualization

Visualizing neighborhoods in graphs means that after selection of a node all adjacent nodes need to be highlighted.
Neighborhood algorithms are possible in arbitrary depth
and can either consider edge directions or not. After picking a node by triggering a mouse-event the neighborhood
algorithm returns a subset of nodes which can then be
highlighted according to the distance of the root node (e.g.
by changing their color). In an environment with multiple
views it is important that the result is synchronized with
all views that operate on the same graph data.

Figure 4: Model abstraction into data and visual representations
from the views. This strict distinction between model and
view allows several views to access same data at a time.
When in a view data get changed the dataset can be updated and other views that operate on the same data can
perform a refresh without knowing each other. The data
in the model part can be further split up into actual data
and visual models of the data [1, 16]. The visual model
can be seen as a special data representation that extends
the data by visual attributes. In case of graph nodes the
data itself may consist of an identification number, a label
and its relations to other nodes while the visual data representation typically contains attributes like color, shape
and layouting information. Hence the usual situation that
2-D graph views need another data representation than an
3-D OpenGL view. In figure 4 this data abstraction is applied to graph data structures.

Figure 3: Overall module design
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Framework implementation

The prototype application is written in Java. It is divided in
several seperated sub-modules. Figure 3 shows the framwork design. The core application triggers the bootstrapping. The XML bootrstrapping file contains information
about how the Graphical User Inface should be built up,
which data should be initially loaded during start-up and
how the views are supposed to be connected together. After the start-up process is finished the core module passes
on the control to the user. At that point the user is in the
center of an interaction loop with the visualization module.
On user’s request new data can be reloaded to the system
during run-time.

3.1

Detailed system architecture

The design of the framework follows the Model-ViewController (MVC) design pattern [1, 6, 11]. According to
the MVC metaphor the model that is the data is separated

3.2

Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is implemented using the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)1 from the Eclipse
Foundation [7]. We used the open source library JGraph2
for building plain graphs in 2-D. JGraph is a well designed
library that fits best our needs regarding graph drawing. For the 2.5-D visualization we used Java OpenGL
(JOGL)3 ([17, 19]) which can be embedded in SWT container widgets without problems. The GUI itself can be
fully customized via a XML configuration file. By using
XML documents it is possible to combine 2-D and 3-D
views in an arbitrary layout inside the framework.

3.3

Data handling

One of our test datasets (Type B) consists of about 400
graphs including meta-data about the graphs. Due to this
fact special considerations regarding the data handling are
essential.
1 http://www.eclipse.org/swt
2 http://www.jgraph.com
3 http://jogl.dev.java.net

lists are worth to use because the geometry in graphs is
very limited and it must be reused very often. The graphs
can be statically built during initialization phase before the
rendering loop gets executed. It turned out that our data
is perfectly applicable for hierarchical display lists. With
hierarchical display lists a cascade of display list can be
realized. This concept enables us to build the static graphs
completely during the initialization. The drawback of display lists is that they cannot be modified after creation.
This facts needs to be considered in applications’ design
especially when it comes to user interaction and brushing
(i.e. modifying geometry) of graph portions.

Figure 5: Data block diagram showing the data loading
process
Availability vs. performance

Graph data are read from external data files or an online
database. The latter is updated on a daily basis by the community and therefore contains up-to-date information. The
needed time period to either fetch a whole data snapshot
or else to update the local data is not suitable for a realtime environment at all. As a result we had to take care
of this fact by integrating a data proxy. Figure 5 shows
a data block diagram including the proxy. The data are
then stored in an internal file format which can then be
used on application startup for pre-fetching the data into
the applications memory. When it comes to visualization
keeping the whole dataset on short-call in local memory is
mandatory because the field of application demands realtime behavior.

Figure 6: Problematic cut-out of a Type B graph that
shows which problems an automated layouting algorithm
would have to face.

Figure 7: Type B sample graph without any layouting
modification.

Figure 8: Type B sample graph with background texture
overlay.
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3.4

Visualization module

Rendering using hierarchial display lists
4.1

We packed the rendering of the graphs in display lists in
order to increase the performance. Using display lists it
is possible to store OpenGL commands for later execution [14, 18]. Specially in the domain of graphs display

Texture overlay technique

To overcome the problem of placing and routing the
graphs we applied several approaches. For positioning the
nodes we utilized a XML file that contains all information

needed to draw nodes and connect them by edges. Also
viewing information like screen coordinates of nodes from
the handmade layouted graph can be parsed. Therefore we
are able to build the graphs exactly as the user community
inside our test domain are used to them. This solves the
issue of node positioning but not the routing of the edges
and positioning of the labels in 2-D.
Figure 6 shows a portion of a graph that contains problematic situations where routing is not trivial. To solve the
layouting problem we took the static images of the generated graphs and put them in the background of the graph
in our system. This approach enables us to present the
graphs in the way the users are used to while extending
the static graphs with the power of all visualization and
interaction possibilities in 2-D and 3-D. In 2-D we work
with the images while in OpenGL the images are loaded
as textures. Figure 7 shows the sample graph without any
modification after parsing from XML file and drawn by using the JGraph library. Whereas in figure 8 the same graph
with a background overlay is shown. In this case the visualization of the system internal edges is turned off. As
a consequence the user just sees the edge lines that come
from the well-known background image.

Figure 10: Portion of a sample graph that can be interactively selected in the overview map.
entities should be visible.
As a second F+C technique we implemented the
overview method. A separate view (in our case a new window) contains a overview map in which an area can be depicted that is supposed to be visible in the graph displaying
view. An example is shown in figure 10.

4.3

Figure 9: a) shows the original graph portion while figure b) shows the same data after application of the F+C
filtering

4.2

Neighborhood visualization

The system is designed to perform k-depth neighborhood
visualization. Neighborhoods up to a distance of 3 seems
to be the limit within the algorithm makes sense because
of the cyclic characteristic of the graphs. Figure 11 shows
a portion of the sample graph on which a 3-times neighborhood algorithm is performed. The used color coding
indicates the selected node in red and adjacent nodes from
a dark orange to yellow. In the prototype implementation
we used a Breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm. Interesting effects are caused by the cycles inside the graph. It
is possible that nodes are visited several times by the algorithm. To consider these cycles we have to remember
already visited nodes during running the BFS.

Deployment of F+C techniques

The filtering method is realized by removing a class of
nodes. One of the two basic node types is just a intermediate state. This circumstance is illustrated in figure 9.
Think of a chemical reaction where each reaction needs a
substrate and a product. The user could only be interested
in the products and/or substrates and not in the chemical
reaction itself. This would be a perfect case for filtering
the reaction nodes. Another example are data flow diagrams. The actions might be removed and only the data

Figure 11: Depth 2 neighborhood visualization in a Type
A graph
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a framework that enables users to
reveal dependencies and connections in complex graphs
that are hidden under the surface. However the assembly
of the network in small more or less separated graphs is
only a makeshift because of the lack of a good visualization method. Better results could be achieved by implementing a real 3-D solution where node are positioned in
space. The user would need time to get used to the new
layout and different way of navigation. But the preparation of the data in 3-D space is more likely to the nature of
graphs than the artificial split-up in subgraphs.
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